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Imagine you are starting a new NAFL franchise, you get to pick any player in the NAFL that is not a quarterback,
who do you pick and why?
Boy, if FOF wasn't so brutal to running backs, I'd go with a playmaker like Tito or my own guy Stanford.
As it is, though, you have to look at a young, star wide receiver. I don't have the game in front of me as I'm
typing this, but Terry or Wolfe come to mind. Or perhaps a stud pass-rusher like Norried.
We are at the brink of a new NAFL season, who would you pick to be the NFC and AFC representatives in this
upcoming Superbowl?

“Cleveland is always a safe pick,
of course, since it wouldn't matter
if he didn't have a single player
rated over 45, he'd make the playoffs. “

With the injury to Beyer (Sorry JJ ),
the Jets moving Andrews and the retirement of McCammon, the AFC
seems really wide open to me this year.
Cleveland is always a safe pick, of
course, since it wouldn't matter if he
didn't have a single player rated over
45, he'd make the playoffs. I think I'll
take a chance, though, and say damn
cohesion. Denver wins the AFC. On the
NFC side, there's no reason to pick anyone other than the Niners or Vikings.
And just in the interest of variety from
the last two years, I'll say Minnesota
gets back to the big game in 2023.

Any rule change you would like to see implemented in this league?
No, not really. In fact, I hate rules. If I had my perfect scenario as a Commissioner, we'd have absolutely
zero of them. As you can probably tell, simplicity almost always works best for me. Unfortunately, that's
not possible, for a variety of reasons, so I try to make whatever rules we do have as clear and simple as
possible to avoid the drama I've seen in too many leagues out there.
Why does the NAFL have sustained success?
I've said it before, and I'll say it again. The GMs. I appreciate all the kind words people have said about
me in the past; I really do. And I do my best to bring consistency and quality to the league in any way that
I can. But this league is successful because of the GMs who are not only competitive and savvy with the
game but also give of themselves to create the community that we have. Without that emotional investment, I'd wager a lot of money that several GMs and perhaps even myself would have been gone a long
time ago.
Any final words for the league?
To dovetail on the question above, I would just offer my thanks. I've always been the type of person that
strives to recognize the contributions of others whenever I get the opportunity. I may not always post
something or PM something, but I'm extremely appreciative of so many of the little things that GMs do to
help keep this NAFL ship afloat. Do NOT think that it goes unnoticed. It has been a great ride, and I look
forward to many more seasons.

NAFL DRAFT REVIEW
By Harvey Downs
This draft was a QB's dream...lots of offensive weapons to use and plenty of big guys to make sure you don't get
your picture-perfect smile messed up. I know if I were still in the league I'd be hounding my team's head scout to
nab as many of both as possible and it looks like Bernie Escalante (NED) did exactly that as the Patriots went after
a stud receiver in Hicks in the first and also nabbed a solid tackle in Roundy with their next pick.
On the other side of the ball, there was a lot of talent available at LB and also a couple "elite" corners who went
very, very early as most pundits expected. Outside of the obvious choices, Midget and Pritchett, I like what the
Giants did by grabbing Perry and I think the Seahawks will really like Coffey as long as he's put in the right situations to succeed.
Odd enough, though, a lot of buzz following training camps around the league revolved around a trio of 7th round
CBs...Lemus in Washington, Porter in Philly, and Cascadden in Tennessee.
Lemus looks like he's ready to compete and contribute for the Redskins and just might supplant Labelle on the left
side unless they consider trying him out at safety. Safety? While he's a little undersized compared safeties around
the league, his skill set really is more suited to that position. With all of that said, playing in nickel/dime role just
might be ideal for the kid but we'll see what the Redskins decide to do long term.
The Eagles have had a knack for picking up useful secondary players in the later rounds and the trend continues
this year with Porter. Unlike Lemus, Porter is a little more suited to playing corner as he looks like he can play in
coverage pretty well but he also looks to have the hands and instincts of a safety and should be able to create a
turnover or two. Porter certainly has a shot at a lot of playing time as the Eagles' secondary is aging so expect to
see him get a lot of action alongside last year's breakout player of the year, Marlon Riley.
The coaches in Tennessee were pleasantly surprised to see Cascadden show well in camp and while Lemus and
Porter figure to play major roles this season, Cascadden will likely get to watch more than play as he's got more
talent in front of him as is a little greener. He'll provide some decent depth as well as play a role on special teams.
We'll see how he contributes in the secondary in a few seasons.
That's the draft in a nutshell from an old QB's perspective.
For a team by team look at how I think everybody did have a look.
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Lots of new weapons for Giles through the draft, Davidson loss minimized by DE Richardson
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Quiet offseason is the norm, big wins is the standard in
Cleveland
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Lackluster draft, but still a very dangerous defense
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Lots of talent...need to string it together
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Biggest offseason addition with Mount trade, time for the
Bengals to shine
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Great draft...weak division
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Quarterback questions all over, Davidson was a great
pickup
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Added a new QB at starter, will be interesting to watch
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The Broncos had the biggest offseason addition when they
traded for quarterback Brock Boyle
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Kendall’s retirement is going to be real tough to overcome
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One win away from playoffs last year, strong offseason
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Very quiet offseason, Brinsfield hurt to start the season
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Bernie Lanner’s team now, should be fun to watch
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Howie’s time to shine, weak offseason
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Will the real Cowboys please stand up
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Weak offseason but Heath to Rader should be a deadly
combo
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Good draft, first round pick remains unsigned
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Good draft, Doebler getting old
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Can Huffman get it done
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Made strides last year, can they repeat
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Need more talent around Escalante
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Should be vastly improved over last year
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Michaelson will equal wins
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Gibson will be explosive for Raiders
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Struggled big time last year
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Shutdown corner now on the roster
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Is Andrews the answer for quarterback woes
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Trading away franchise quarterback is a big no-no
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See above
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OK Talent...no quarterback
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A lot of holes on roster

Minnesota
Best Offensive Player – Frankie Giles, Is this even a question? Giles might be the offensive player in the whole
world! Giles is a machine, a terminator on the field who is almost unstoppable. Almost! Giles has lost some of his
luster by losing two times in the past two years to Al An and his San Francisco team. It has been an amazingly
fun rivalry to watch and we can’t wait to see how it will unfold this year.
Best Defensive Player – Carey Richardson, The Vikings traded away one of the better defensive ends in this
league, but the only reason they did that was because they have a big, mean, nasty defensive end in Carey
Richardson. Richardson really didn’t do much last year, but he has all the talent in the world and now that is the
primary pass rusher, expect big things of this man. Richardson has combination of talents that is almost unparallel, combine that with offense that will keep them in a lead, forcing teams to play from behind and you have the
recipe for a lot of sacks.
Off-season—D, The more and more we look at their offseason, the more and more we are unimpressed. Tight
end B.J. Dodge was one of the biggest reaches of the draft and we don’t see him making much an impact, especially with tight end Jose Mueller around. They did pick up a nice wideout at the end of the second in Dennis
Cash, but aside from that there isn’t much to write home about.
Overall—Regardless of how bad their offseason was, they still have Frankie Giles. Until Giles retires or one of
the other three NFC North teams builds a superteam, Giles will continue to reign supreme in the North. The big
question for this team is really if they can overcome San Francisco. The 49ers have kicked the Vikings out of the
playoffs three times in the last four years and only once have the Giles led Vikings beat the 49ers in the playoffs...and that was a few years ago.
Green Bay
Best Offensive Player – Adrian Covington, Adrian Covington has been great for the Green Bay Packers, but
now that Boyle has been shipped out we think Covington will see a sharp decline in production. Covington is a
great receiver and a great return man also, although he hasn’t been used much in that fashion in the past two
years.
Best Defensive Player – Shane Wooden, Wooden was one of the defensive tackles taken in that class of great
defensive tackles a few years ago and has become a great addition for this Green Bay defense. Wooden is a do-itall defensive talent who can play the run as well as he plays the pass.
Offseason – D, We never advocate trading away your franchise quarterback, especially if the guy has played
good. Boyle had a down season last year, but he had some pretty good season prior to that. It is very difficult to
find a franchise quarterback...trading one away almost always backfires. The Green Bay packers did have a decent draft thought, but the Brock Boyle trade is killer.
Overall—The trading away of Brock Boyle signals the start of a rebuild. Maybe the Packers felt that their current
talent level could never surpass the Frankie Giles led Vikings...who knows. We can’t see the Packers doing much
of anything this year, they do have a nice amount of talent, but without a real quarterback it’ll be tough to stand
against the Bears, Vikings, and Lions.
find a franchise quarterback...trading one away almost always backfires. The Green Bay packers did have a decent draft thought, but the Brock Boyle trade is killer.
Overall—The trading away of Brock Boyle signals the start of a rebuild. Maybe the Packers felt that their current
talent level could never surpass the Frankie Giles led Vikings...who knows. We can’t see the Packers doing much
of anything this year, they do have a nice amount of talent, but without a real quarterback it’ll be tough to stand
against the Bears, Vikings, and Lions.

Chicago
Best Offensive Player – Max Mcdonald, Mcdonald has been one of the most consistent wide receivers in the
league every since he joined the NAFL in 2016. Mcdonald is just a flat-out great wide receiver and he still has
plenty left in the tank. He is a touchdown machine and the big play guy for this Chicago Bears offense.
Best Defensive Player – Arnold Blake, Arnold Blake as most of you know, might be the best defensive end in
the league...and maybe in NAFL history. Blake has torn his way through offensive lines for over 100 sacks and it
does not look like he is stopping anytime soon. He once posted 28 sacks in one season, which is unheard of and
still remains the AFL single season record to this day. What makes Blake so good? Three things. He has a nonstop motor, amazing technique, and he can read a play and often times understand offenses better then the quarterback running them.
Off-season—C, The Bears had a pretty uneventful spring without any standouts in the draft. They did go mostly
defense, drafting some role players here and there, but nothing to write home about.
Overall—The Chicago Bears are a hard team to figure out. Shane Huffman, their quarterback really isn’t the
most talented guy in the world. But the Chicago Bears have a system here that works. The Chicago Bears were an
average team last year and without any big offseason moves, we can’t see them doing much of anything this year
either.
Detroit Lions
Best Offensive Player – Dexter Dodge, Dexter Dodge was the first overall pick for the Detroit Lions, who struggled mightily last year. We think Dodge will be a very good quarterback in this league and in a few years he will
be a force to be reckoned with.
Best Defensive Player – Adrian Cotchery, Cotchery has been the guy on defense for the Detroit Lions. He is a
big time brick wall and he is also a pretty good cover guy. With all the new talent on the defensive side of the ball
for the Lions, his production will probably go down a bit, but he is still one of the best safeties in the league.
Offseason – B, We thought that the Lions had one of the better off seasons this year and they really added to their
talent pool. On the defensive side of the ball, they added two very big defensive playmakers in defensive end
Conway and linebacker Starks and offensively they added some nice talent also. Our only nitpick is not going
after one of the wide receivers in the draft, Dodge could really use some weaponry around him and we think it
would’ve really helped his development.
Overall—The Lions success this year is really going to boil down to one thing...the play of Dexter Dodge. The
Lions have the talent on defense to win the division and we think they can surprise a lot of people this year. If
Dodge can put together a good season the Lions will be one of the better teams in the league this year.
NFC NORTH PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. Minnesota
2. Detroit
3. Chicago
4. Green Bay

Dallas
Best Offensive Player – Irv Stanford, When he’s injury-free you can always rely on Stanford to deliver. He’s
averaged close to 5 yards a carry throughout his career, only Tito Schneider can match that among running backs.
Last year he didn’t find the end zone as much as he is wont but that can be attributed to the fact that the Cowboys
failed to reach the red zone as much. Nobody is going to work as hard as Stanford to help Dallas bounce back,
which makes his shoulder injury all the more galling for the franchise.
Best Defensive Player – Scottie Coles, Coles has been Mr Consistency for the Cowboys since he was drafted,
never recording a year with a sub-80 pass defence percentage. As Lindberg has started to slow down Coles has
seen a lot fewer ball thrown in his direction but when they are he’s become expert and punishing the quarterback,
with five picks, two for six-points last year. Coles is the vital cog in the Dallas defence and he has to try to pull
up the rest of the defense with him.
Offseason – C, Dallas have garnered a reputation of a team that trades for their go-to receiver with both Fidrych
and Funk coming in to do great things with the team. That looks set to change though as they will put their trust
in local boy Devin Tyler. The Cowboys had an eventful draft as they cut a deal with the Devil to get BJ Bernard.
Drafting Bernard signalled Dallas’ intention to move to a 34 scheme and Bernard should perform very well in the
pass rusher role – the Cowboys are probably looking to the example of the 49ers last year when they cut this deal.
Free agency brought little help although they were able to grab exciting prospect Mercury Steele as an undrafted
rookie. Overall they will be viewed on how well the team adapt to a 34 approach and whether Bernard can perform.
Overall—Last year was a huge shock for the franchise that was the first to go unbeaten in the regular season. The
offseason inquest is over but the verdict is still anything but clear. Over-confidence? Bad luck? Who knows.
What’s certain is that with Irv Stanford missing the start of the year Marc Bullock needs to stand up and prove for
once and all that he was worth the first overall pick back in 2013. The pressure is truly on him, knowing that another run of losses will be a double benefit to bitter divisional rival Philadelphia. Week one looks certain to be a
huge game as Dallas travel to Philadelphia. One area they will have to address is their concentration, as they were
31st in the league on preventing their opponents convert on 3rd down, resulting in them surrendering the most
first downs of all teams in the league.
NY Giants
Best Offensive Player – Ronnie Ascencao, It’s very hard to call this following Mount’s shock move to Cincinnati. Ascencao is a rookie that suddenly has an awful lot to prove. Scouts were primarily worried about his ballhandling skills and, with Foster on the team, he’ll have to improve on that rapidly if the Giants aren’t going to
become the team that give the ball away. Fortunately he will share the load with old-hand Julio Carpenter for
most of the year so he should get the chance to acclimatise to the league without too much pressure placed on
him.
Best Defensive Player – Kent Mills, Mills has performed more as a defensive end than a tackle for most of last
year. A pass rush percent close to 11 puts him among the elite rushers in the league, way, way ahead of the next
best tackle. However the Giants need to get Mills on the field more and keep him there. He was pulled off the
field for far too many passing plays last year.
Off-season—C, This is dominated by the dealing of Mount. You can understand the reasoning behind it, Mount
had been given a lot of chances to lead the team to the promised land but seemed to be going backwards in recent
years. Apart from that move the Giants have every reason to be happy with how things played out in the draft as
they picked up a few players like Alan Carden and Dana Hammond who should develop into solid starters sooner
rather than later. With Reid and Whalen coming in their roster definitely looks better than a year ago, apart from
at quarterback.
Overall—A lot of people are casting doubts about the decision to move along Mount but it does make some sort
of sense. The sad fact remains that the Giants are in a tough division and despite bringing in more talent around
the roster the team is going to struggle against all of their divisional rivals. The days when the Giants were pushing for a conference title are long past and there are no quick fixes that are going to allow the Giants to compete
with savvy drafters and dealers such as the other three franchises in their division. You have to applaud the decision to try something different to change the way things are but you can’t really see it helping.

Philadelphia
Best Offensive Player – Darren Baxter, While Raaen has grabbed most of the headlines in Eagles in the past it
has really been Baxter who has held the team together. There’s no doubt that he’s been losing some of his quickness (last year was the first time he missed out on all-pro honours since his rookie season) but he will still be the
player who typifies the Eagles. Look out for Greg Torretta though, who had a breakout year in 2022 and has to be
ranked as one of the leading tight ends in the league.
Best Defensive Player – Jon Fulcher, There’s few who expected the middle linebacker from Minnesota to have
such a big impact as the rookie had last year. Fulcher is the complete linebacker proving himself both against the
run and the pass, where he proved a surprising ball-hawk with 5 picks last year. The Eagles will hope that Fulcher
can maintain his form and lead the defense this year as well.
Off-season—C, The Eagles continue their policy of getting a starter quarterback for a 2nd round pick as they
picked up Paul Sullivan from Washington. With reports of Calvin Porter breaking out hugely in training camp the
Eagles have every reason to be happy with the 7th rounders they picked up this off-season. However there must
be some concern about the lack of depth that was brought in. Without Porter’s breakout things wouldn’t be quite
so rosey for Philadelphia.
Overall—Will the Eagles start Sullivan from day one or keep faith in Lake for one more year? Whichever they
pick will they be able to meet the pressure of playing in one of the most competitive divisions in the league? And
can Baxter keep running through opponents or was last year a precursor of a decline for the stalwart back? On
defense the Eagles will surely be looking for more from their highly-fetéd pairing of Lusk and Dillon, if Porter is
going to start then he will need the defensive ends to take some of the pressure off of him.
Washington
Best Offensive Player – Leon Horn, The future has to be now for the first overall pick of 2020. Horn has developed well for the Redskins and you can’t complain about his productivity with a receiving team of uneven ability.
There have been signs that Horn might have gained a great go-to guy in Trent Patterson and if that connection
can be developed then the future looks very bright for the quarterback and Washington as a whole.
Best Defensive Player – John Morgenstern, Yes the Redskins sold their future for a stud defensive end but
Morgenstern has already proven himself the real deal with two consecutive all-pro showings. He hasn’t had a
year with less than 50 solo tackles and his pass rushing has come along well with 8.5 sacks last year.
Offseason – A, In terms of improving the roster for this year there’s no doubt that the Redskins have had a great
offseason. There’s no doubt that Brandon Robertson has all the talent in the world. Still he has yet to prove that
he can convert that talent into the end product on the field. It doesn’t stop there though as preseason results speak
of 7th round pick-up Rod Lemus as having 1st or 2nd round quality and the acquisition of Dermody and Carter
give the ‘Skins a lot of options for Horn to look to.
Overall—The trade for Brandon Robertson officially signalled the end of the rebuilding process for the Redskins. By shipping their first and second round picks for the next two years they’ve made a statement that the
team is ready now. That puts a lot of pressure on Leon Horn’s young shoulders and it’s a decision that could
backfire catastrophically. On the other hand you have to admire the way that the ‘Skins have pulled down their
team and built it back up so quickly. Many believe that Washington have assembled the most talented roster in
the league but it remains for them to show that they can put together a successful team from the pieces they’ve
brought together with the price of failure looking very steep.
NFC EAST PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. Washington
2. Dallas
3. Philadelphia
4. NY Giants

Tampa Bay
Best Offensive Player - RB Omar Michaelson, The Bucs hit the lottery when Michaelson fell to them in the draft.
He’s a special talent and will no doubt bring a level of excitement to their team immediately. Michaelson will have a
very immediate impact and barring injury he will be on the best backs in the league. Michaelson is a rare talent who
really has no flaw in his game, he is intelligent and has great speed.
Best Defensive Player - CB Orlando Newhart, He’s coming off a down year, but he’s still the most talented player
they have on the defensive side of the ball. Newhart is a great player, but his play has fallen off and he is often injured,
regardless I think once you put some better pieces around him he will get better.
Offseason grade - A+, How can you not get the best grade when you land a player like Michaelson?
Overview - Don’t look now, but the Bucs have some serious talent and should be able to contend in the NFC South
this year. They have plenty of weapons, they have a young quarterback in Henry Garcia, a young standout wide receiver in D.J Carpenter and now with Michaelson aboard the Bucs will have one of the most talented and youngest
offenses. Garcia is still a little raw, so I don’t think they will be able to really contend this year, but watch out for the
Buccaneers in a few years from now.
Carolina Panthers
Best Offensive Player - TE Steven Hardy, Although he is vastly under utilized Hardy is the team’s best player. The
team needs to tweak their gameplan to include more TE sets so they can take advantage of his talents. Hardy isn’t exactly the big play tight end, but he runs great routes and really excels in third down passing situations.
Best Defensive Player -MLB Max Marian, This kid is a bad ass. He plays with a chip on his shoulder. He’s the QB
of the defense. Marian is the definition of a run stopper, but can be limited by his endurance. Regardless Marian has
really looked good this offseason and he has made strides in reaching his ceiling. We think Marian will have a big year
this year and really become the leader of that defense.
Offseason grade - C+, Their offseason was pretty uneventful. They did land a few solid players in the draft that will
help out though.
Overview - The team hasn’t recovered from the trade of Lenny McKnight. They lack an identity and their GM is on
the hot seat to produce. They desperately need QB Ty Lynn to step us his game if they hope to compete in the NFC
South. The Panthers still have a lot of rebuilding to do and without a true playmaker on offense we can’t see them doing much this year.
New Orleans Saints
Best Offensive Player - QB Alan Poole, Many people questioned their GM when he took him #4 overall in the 2019
draft. However, he’s proven to be everything that his GM thought he would be and more. Poole really came into his
own a few years ago, but his production took a dive last year. We think he just had an off year and he is ready to
bounce back this year.
Best Defensive Player NT Junior Reeves, Its hard to pick a nose tackle as the teams best player, but he’s one of
those guys that just shows up and does his job. Which is clogging the running lanes and allowing the others around
him to make the big plays. Reeves also has some pass-rushing ability and his pass rushing ability seems to get better
with each year that passes.
Offseason grade - B+, Has this GM ever had a bad offseason?
Overview - The Saints have been constant overachievers the past few years and we expect them to do the same again
this year. They will live and die with QB Alan Poole. The good news for them is that Poole is a natural winner and in
a NFC South that really has little competition, look for Poole and CO. to take home another NFC South trophy.

Atlanta
Best Offensive Player - WR Bryan Dennis, As talented as they come at this important position. He could be up there
with the best in the league if the team had a legitimate answer at QB. What Dennis lacks in big play ability, he more
than makes up for with his soft hands and reliability. Dennis will really come into his own this year and we anticipate
a breakout year for the young playmaker out of Atlanta.
Best Defensive Player—DE Juan Norried, 13.5 sacks last year and this kid has a lot of room to improve. He has the
potential to a great one for a long, long time. Easily one of the best defensive ends in the league and only continues to
improve. He has posted career highs in almost stats year over year.
Offseason grade - A, Max Midget, the #1 pick in the 2023 draft looks like he is going to be a big time player. Midget
looks to be the real deal. Midget is ironically a little undersized, but this man is a football player. You can put him in
any coverage and he will excel. He has blazing speed and will be one of the cornerstones of the Atlanta defense for
years to come.
Overview - This team desperately needs a top tier QB. If they had that, they could make a serious run. Too bad they
failed to go after Fred Mount of Brock Broyle. The team has the talent, this team’s success is really going to rest on
Frankie Blincoe’s shoulders. Will Blincoe reward the Falcon’s faith in him by becoming what they thought he was
going to become coming out of college?
NFC SOUTH PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. New Orleans
2. Tampa Bay
3. Atlanta
4. Carolina

San Francisco
Best Offensive Player - QB Al An, The career of Al An has been one of the most interesting careers in the history of
the NAFL. Al An was once one of the best players in the NAFL...at least in the regular season he was, but he could
never put it all together come playoff time. Then came Frankie Giles, Giles came along and really took Al An’s spot as
the best player in the NAFL. No longer is this true. Al An has defeated Giles in back to back seasons on his way to
two back to back championship rings and An looks better than ever. An suffered a big injury last year and only played
in four games, but he came back in the playoffs and did what he had to do to win, culminating in a big game over the
Kansas City Chiefs to grab his second ring. In a few years we will be able to tell if this man is really the best player in
NAFL history.
Best Defensive Player—Heath Pierce, The 49ers have some talent on the defensive side of the ball and if you had to
pick one guy out it would be Heath Pierce. Pierce is a great cover corner and his ability and production has gotten better with each passing year. I think San Francisco would like to see more splash plays on his part, but he is still one of
the best at shutting down the opposition.
Offseason grade - B, San Francisco has an uneventful, but solid offseason. Their draft was very solid and we especially loved the addition left tackle Roderick Vreede. Vreede was a super value pick with the last pick in the first
round and should be a great addition to this 49ers team. He is a little raw, but we think he will do just fine.
Overview - What can you say about the defending super bowl champs? Not much, but you know that as long as Al An
is here, the 49ers will be contenders. An has already stated that he wants to continue rings and that it does not stop at
two...the 49ers already have a dynasty in place here and their place in history is reserved. Can they win another and go
down as the best dynasty in NAFL history? Will they surpass the Cleveland Browns dynasty of the early 2010s?
St. Louis Rams
Best Offensive Player - Amos Brock, The two time all-pro is probably the best offensive player on the team that is
pretty devoid of offensive talent. Brock has consistently improved on his pass blocking and continue to be a great asset
for this St. Louis Rams Franchise.
Best Defensive Player—Randall Money, The Rams drafted this linebacker last year and he was projected to be one
of the best linebackers the NAFL has ever seen, we still think he will be. Money reminds us a lot of Warren Elrifai, a
linebacker can do anything asked of him and really excel at all facets of his game. We think that Money can be the
best defensive player in the NAFL and as long as he is used correctly (in a 3-4), Money will really be a spectacle in
this league.
Offseason grade - C, A solid draft the Rams, the Rams went after some good players, but a lot of the players are
really raw and I don’t think we’ll see the rookies get a lot of playing time this year.
Overview - The St. Louis Rams were one of the biggest surprises last year as they nabbed one of their first playoff
appearances in the least 15 years. They even went into Philadelphia and whooped on a good Eagles team. Unfortunately we don’t see the same magic happening again for Rams. The St. Louis Rams are just lacking in playmakers and
we can’t see old Sammie Holmes putting this team on his shoulders and carrying them to the playoffs.
Seattle Seahawks
Best Offensive Player - Ethan Doebler, Doebler has been one of the most under rated quarterbacks in the NAFL,
unfortunately he sits in the same division as Al An and so he doesn’t get the recognition he deserves. Doebler has
really stood well against the test of time, but he can’t have too much left in him.
Best Defensive Player—Xavier Bensen, Xavier Bensen is the most talented linebacker in the NAFL and at 6’3, 280
LBS he has the size for it too. If Xavier can translate all that talent into production, he can go down as the best linebacker in NAFL history. Xavier can stop and the run and he has great technique when rushing the passer...sky is the
limit for Xavier.

Offseason grade - B, The Seahawks had a very good draft and managed to trade for running back Lenny Mcknight
just before week one. It is pretty clear that they are gearing up for one last hoorah for Doebler.
Overview - You look at the Seattle Seahawks and the talent is there, they have some superstars in Doebler and Bensen
and aside from their secondary they really don’t have any glaring holes. The main question is can they get past the
49ers and give Doebler the proper set off he deserves?
Arizona Cardinals
Best Offensive Player - Richard Cummins, Cummins continues the long line of good tight end tradition in Arizona.
Cummins is a quarterbacks dream. He is a big target at 6’7, he has great hands and can break it for the big one. The
problem now is that he has no one throwing to him.
Best Defensive Player—Edward Arnold, Edward Arnold was selected with the ninth pick in the 2021, but he has
struggled in his first two years in the league. We think that part of the reason is that Arizona lacks pass rush, so a lot of
quarterbacks have time to just sit back there and get it open space. Arnold’s biggest weakness is in man to man coverage, but besides from that this man should really become one of the better cornerbacks in the NAFL.
Offseason grade - B, A good draft for the Cardinals and some good free agent pick ups.
Overview - The Arizona Cardinals are a quarterback away from being a good team. They have some nice playmakers
on the offensive side of the ball and they have some decent players on defense. The problem is the Cardinals don’t
have a quarterback and in a division where you have the likes of Doebler, Holmes, and An...that’s just not going to cut
it.
NFC WEST PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. San Francisco
2. Seattle
3. St. Louis
4. Arizona

Buffalo
Best Offensive Player – RB Benjamin Dantzler, The Bills had high expectations of the running back when they
drafted him a couple of years ago. As yet he has failed to live up to those expectations. While Tito Schneider is
tearing up the league, Dantzler has failed to make an impression. Buffalo will have to find a way to get him more
involved if they are going to succeed this year.
Best Defensive Player – S Mack Alston, Unlike Dantzler Alston more than lived up to his reputation in his
rookie season, being one of the few non-running backs to achieve all-pro status in his rookie year. Since then he
has had more of an impact in special teams than on defense. He's been living off the reputation he carved out for
himself in his rookie year but he needs to recapture his form to prove the doubters wrong.
Offseason—D, Buffalo didn't really make any impact signings over the Spring. They will hope that Johnnie Gillott will be a factor, having handed close to $10m to sign him. Earl Riley has not had great success in the league
up till now but he might fit the Bill's scheme better. At the moment he appears to be a poor man's Mack Alston,
following a promising rookie year with years of mediocrity. The draft added a lot of depth but little to the starting
line-up.
Overall - Buffalo suffer from being in probably the toughest division in the league and performances that could
have seen them in the play-offs in different divisions have merely resulted in mid-draft anonymity recently. Last
year their stats match up with their overall performance, there's nothing that really distinguishes them - they neither really good nor really bad at anything. Need their elite players to stand up and be counted. They need their
elite players such as Dantzler and Alston to stand up and make a statement this year if they hope to topple Miami
from the top of the division. If they don't then the team as a whole has enough quality that they probably have another mid-draft pick to look forward to in 2024.
Miami
Best Offensive Player – Julio Tisdall, Tisdall was unlucky to be in the class of 2014 when the draft had a plethora of highly-feted receivers. With the likes of Giles and Holliday going in the first round Tisdall dropped into
the second round of the draft. Since then though he has done plenty to prove the teams that let him slide wrong.
Barring injury this year will see him become the leading receiver in Miami for an incredible ten straight years, a
feat that isn't likely to be matched in a hurry in the league. Last year he didn't have the phenomenal performance
of 2021 but he still ranks as one of the best receivers in the league and should still be going strong throughout the
year.
Best Defensive Player - Donny Duncan, There's little more to be said about Donny Duncan. He's not just best
defensive player in Miami but the best player in the league with three DPotY awards. Like Tisdall he was not
quite as scarily effective as two years ago but still a terror for all quarterbacks in the league. His sack total went
down but that's probably because quarterbacks were more aware of the threat he posed and threw the ball away as
quickly as possible when they felt him near. Duncan still has all the physical tools needed to continue his reign of
terror in the league.
Offseason - C, Relatively quiet for a team that usually manages a blockbuster free agency signing. The Dolphins
first round pick went on Donny Duncan MkII - Florida State's Ethan McMullen but he has a long way to fill the
boots of Duncan. Probably their biggest free agency signing was estranged Bengals running back Clyde Davis.
Davis has failed to live up to the hype in Cincinnati but he will be hoping that a change of scenery will help him
prove a point this year.
Overall - Miami looked unstoppable for large chunks of last year and seemed set for a reappearance in the Bowl
before they were derailed by Kansas City. Their defensive line looks a lot less scary this year with Kendall Hape's
retirement and the onus will fall ever more on the linebacker team to hold up the defense. On the plus side it
seems that Huntley has come to terms with his state of permanent franchise, maybe because he's now raking in a
lot of money every year and the Dolphins will be hopeful that this will signal an improvement in their passing
game.

New England
Best Offensive Player - Bernard Escalante, Some claim that he's the best in the whole business but the evidence has
been thin on the ground last year. Critics were quick to point out that Escalante's loss of form last year co-incided with
Tony Lyons retirement. Since his rookie year Lyons has been Escalante's go-to guy. It's up to Escalante's to prove the
critics wrong.
Best Defensive Player - Vernon Garrett, 13 years of active service and still going strong. Garrett has to be counted
as one of the best free agency pick ups in league history when the Patriots snatched him from Oakland in 2014. This
could well be his last year in the league and he will want to go out on a high.
Offseason - B, The biggest deal was probably the drafting of Leslie Hicks. Hicks is blisteringly fast and Escalante will
be overjoyed at having him as his go-to guy. The pressure will be on Hicks to show he's an adequate replacement for
Tony Lyons and questions have been asked about his reading of the game. The Pats will also be looking for out and
out run blocker Leland Roundy to clear a path for Cory Blackburn from the start. Roundy has been criticized for his
pass protection but the Patriots will be relying on Escalante's quick feet (he has led the team in rushing the last two
years) to keep him out of trouble. In free agency Ernie Sturgeon has been brought in to deputise for Kendrick Fox and
will probably take over on the left side next year as Fox continues to lose his speed while Clay Wallenbrock will
added extra ballast to the middle of the line. For one year.
Overall— The Pats are coming off their worse season in NAFL. Only once before have they had a losing record back
in 2013 when a 7-9 record was enough to see them into the play-offs. How times change. While a whole lot of focus
has been put on whether Escalante's game will improve with the arrival of Hicks the Patriots really need to take a long
hard look at their defense. Last year they had the worst run defense bar none in the league and with a pass defense that
was among the worst as well the cure to their ills has to lie on defense. Patriot fans are still shell-shocked after their 412 performance last year and with a tough schedule the Pats will be hard pressed to post a winning season.
NY Jets
Best Offensive Player - Myron Terry, The first overall pick from 2019 has proven his value time and again. He's
been close on 1500 yards every year except his rookie year and he averages over 10 yards a target. Disputably the best
receiver in the league at the moment. Jets will want him to find the end zone more often. Questions of how he will
cope with a new quarterback.
Best Defensive Player - Howie Geary, Cornerback has been a sore point for the Jets but with Geary they appear to
have righted the ship somewhat. He had a fantastic rookie season and was unlucky to miss out on all-pro honors. He
doesn't make a lot of grand-standing plays but he is solid as a rock and can close his man out from the game completely, despite his young age.
Offseason - B, Hard to judge the offseason as posterity will decide whether moving Andrews to San Diego was a
good one or not. Lanner has started seven games for the Jets and has only one win to his name so the signs aren't that
promising. Apart from that trade things were quiet in New York until the arrival of Pete Herbert from Denver in the
pre-season. In the draft they found quality at the top of the second with Marty Blouch but will probably be disappointed in Marcus Brennan. They will be hopeful that Jose Jacobs will live up to the scout reports making him a steal
in the 6th round. With cover for Lanner coming from with locker-room loudmouth Kris Panthon and Rusty Bush the
Jets have come through the offseason looking as the most likely contenders to Miami.
Overall - The Jets have placed a lot of eggs in the basket of an untested quarterback. If he can live up to the billing
then they will have a coup but there will be a lot of nerves jangling as the Jets travel to Miami in week one. However
the likes of Conklin and Terry should help to ease Lanner into the saddle as well as a defense that is improving and
could be one of the best in the league. With quality spread throughout the roster anything but a serious challenge for
the division and a play-off spot has to be seen as a failure for the team.
AFC EAST PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. NY Jets
2. Miami
3. Buffalo
4. New England

Houston
Best Offensive Player - Heath Brodie, Brodie is coming off of one of the best years of his career and the reason for
that is Earl Rader. 3rd year wide receiver Earl Rader is a complete stud, but this team will only go as far as their QB
will take them.
Best Defensive Player - Burt Morlando, This guy is as solid as they come. The two-time all pro has 27 career interceptions. He has proven that he is a complete player as he has posted solid tackles each year as well.
Offseason grade - B, This team really didn’t lose much this offseason other than a few key depth players that the team
should be able to replace.
Overview -The Texans are a team that haven’t made the playoffs since the 2018 season. They have a proven QB in
Brodie Heath and several additional marquee players at critical positions. Overall, they are a much better team than the
record they have had over the past few years have shown and they should challenge for the division.
Jacksonville
Best Offensive Player - QB Phillip Sampson, The veteran QB has been one of the best in the league during his career. He owns just about every passing record in the history of the franchise.
Best Defensive Player - CB Marty Pritchett, Its hard to anoint a rookie as the top player in a team, but this kid looks
like the real deal. If he can turn his potential into production theres a good chance that the team wont be drafting in the
top ten next year.
Offseason grade - A, The team had a strong offseason and draft. The draft brought along cornerback Marty Pritchett,
who was a big time playmaker at the cornerback position in college and the Jaguars are hoping that he brings that
same intensity and big play ability to the NAFL. Pritchett will start from day one and he will be in the running for defensive rookie for the year.
Overview -General Mike is one of the original GMs and a co founder of the league. He’s as dedicated as they come
and his team is filled with a ton of top end talent. Unfortunately, his team hasn’t been able to put it all together. We
expect that to change this year though.
Tennessee
Best Offensive Player - Russell Burke, The retirement of franchise QB Kendall McCammon places all of the pressure on their RB who had a career season last year. With a young QB the team will rely heavily on their ground game.
Burke is a good talent, but with defenses now game planning around him it’ll be tougher to get the production he used
to get.
Best Defensive Player - Devin Dallesandro, The Titans have a good, but not great group on defense. While we really
like 2nd year CB Lewis Chodzinski and expect him to build on his strong season of a year ago. We fell that Dallesandro is the cog on the defensive side of the ball. Dallesandro is quietly one of the best safeties in the league, especially
when it comes to ball hawking and covering.
Offseason grade - A, The team filled their biggest need via trade, but it was a huge move as they nabbed young QB
C.J. Devine from the Patriots.
Overview - This is a team in transition. Its tough to lose a player like McCammon and not take a few steps back. Still,
they have a great GM and a lot of nice pieces still in place. If they can get solid play out of their quarterback position
they could surprise those that think they are rebuilding.

Indianapolis
Best Offensive Player - Peter Brinsfield, The Colts have been patient with their franchise QB and its starting to pay
off as Brinsfield has become one of the leagues best. He is in him prime and will be counted on to carry this team.
Brinsfield had a great year last year as he threw for a career high in yardage and touchdowns, if he builds on that same
success he will surely be one of the best quarterbacks in the league.
Best Defensive Player - Mel Qualizza, There are players with higher grades on this team, but Qualizza is like the
mailman, he just delivers. He has had over 100 tackles in 7 of his 8 seasons, year in and year out this guy is on that
field putting up big numbers.
Offseason grade - C+, There offseason was quite uneventful and they’re draft failed to impress outside of the tackle
they took in the first round.
Overview - With the retirement of Kendall McCammon we believe that the Colts are the team to beat in the AFC
South. Brinsfield is a special player and he is looking to make his mark as the #1 draft pick in the famed four horseman draft class.
AFC SOUTH PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. Indianapolis
2. Houston
3. Jacksonville
4. Tennessee

PITTSBURGH
Best Offensive Player - Howie De Marco, The big news out of Steelers camp is the progression of young quarterback Howie De Marco. De Marco, by all accounts, has looked excellent in camp and is really coming along nicely. De
Marco will be a very good quarterback when all is said and done and looking back, I am sure the Steelers are happy
with what they gave up for him.
Best Defensive Player - Edgar Rogers, Rogers is the best defensive player on a Steelers team that is really lacking in
talent. Still Rogers is a great defensive player and although he may not be a superstar, he is a leader and consistently
puts up big numbers.
Offseason - C, The Pittsburg Steelers offseason is hard to grade because they didn’t have too many picks in the draft.
They did do a decent job and we especially like the value they got in the fifth round with tackle Bensen. We do have to
however question the drafting of a punter in the 3rd round...this team really does not have too much talent, I think they
could’ve gotten more of an impact player elsewhere.
Overall— The Pittsburgh Steelers are in one of, if not the most difficult divisions in the NAFL. You have the Browns,
the super talented Bengals, and a tough Baltimore Ravens squad. The Steelers don’t have much going for them except
for De Marco and even he can’t overcome their lack of talent. Regardless once the Steelers have some time to build up
this roster, they will make some noise in the future.
Bengals
Best Offensive Player - Fred Mount, The Cincinnati Bengals are always very active and they usually pull off some
great trades and sometimes...some not so great trades. This time they pulled an excellent trade, pulling quarterback
Fred Mount out of the NFC East and into the AFC North. Mount has played good, but not exactly what was expected
of him. We think that now on this talented Bengals team, Mount will really begin to define his career.
Best Defensive Player - Monty Magnone, Monty is one of the cornerstones of this young Bengals defense and really
had a breakout year last year. Monty was known for his run-stopping ability and his biggest knock was his pass rushing skills, well he proved his doubters wrong by getting 12.5 in only his second year in the league.
Offseason - A, The Bengals really didn’t have a great draft, they had an OK draft. They get an A because they shipped
away an inconsistent Ian Foster and in turn got one of the four horsemen. I believe with Mount aboard the Bengals
have to be one of the favorites in the AFC.
Overall - The Cincinnati Bengals have NEVER made the playoffs, which is astounding considering they have missed
out of the playoffs in close to twenty years. 2023, however is the year they make it. They now have all the right pieces
and they will be a force to be reckoned with, not just in the AFC North, but in the whole AFC.
Browns
Best Offensive Player - Norm Dotson, Dotson has been the playmaker for the Cleveland Browns since being drafted
by the Browns in 2016. Dotson has really come into his own the past three years, rushing for 45+ touchdowns and
4000+ yards. Dotson doesn’t do anything great, he is just a great football player with a noise for the end zone. He has
been instrumental in the success of the Browns and like all great players, he kicks it up a notch come playoff time.
Best Offensive Player - Howie Barrett, Howie Barrett is exactly that, a .50 caliber Barrett who is there to kill quarterbacks. Barrett is a pass rushing freak, who has some of the best hands in the industry and he is the best player on
this Cleveland Browns defense. Barrett had an off year in 2022, but he came back stronger than ever in 2023 and he
will a force in 2024.
Offseason - C, The Browns got a steal in the draft by selecting wide receiver Russell garrison with the 24th pick in the
first round. Unfortunately five picks later they got one of the bigger busts in the draft when they selected Bryce Benson out of Missouri. Aside from Benson their draft was solid and even though some of there players make not look
like much, their GM will usually find ways to gameplan them into production.

Overall— The Cleveland Browns are a weird team to look at. A quick look at their roster and you really don’t see a
team that will amount to much of anything. They’re lacking in talent, a lot of old players, but they have an amazing
GM who can and does turn other GN’s garbage into his gold. The Browns are in a super tough division so we don’t
think they’ll do much this year, but every time we think that….there are the Browns waiting for us in the playoffs.
Ravens
Best Offensive Player - Brady Marvin, The Baltimore Ravens will live and die by the play of Brady Marvin. Marvin
really came into his own last year, earning all-pro honors...but no playoff berth. Marvin is a very talented quarterback
and seems to get better and better with each passing year. Brady Marvin is without a doubt one of the best young quarterbacks in the NAFL right now.
Best Defensive Player - Hardy Gosage, Mr. Gosage was the best available player for the Ravens to select with the
10th pick in the 2022 draft...and they did. Gosage in turn has turned to one of the most athletic and talented defensive
ends in the league today. He is a bit undersized, but he has great hands and amazing feet work, look for him to have a
big year in 2023.
Offseason - B, The Bengals were very proactive in addressing their needs this offseason. They traded for linebacker
Buddy Fogle and then drafting another good linebacker in Frankie Huffman.
Overall - The Baltimore Ravens were one of the big turn arounds last year, due largely in part to the play of Brady
Marvin. They were only one win away from the playoffs last year and reloaded their roster. It’ll be fun to watch this
young and strong Ravens team go up against some of the other powerhouses in the AFC North.
AFC NORTH PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. Cincinnati
2. Baltimore
3. Cleveland
4. Pittsburgh

Oakland Raiders
Best Offensive Player - Gerald Gibson, Gerald Gibson was picked 5th overall this past draft and right out of the gate
he’ll be fun to watch. He’s got some maturing to do but he looks like the kind of kid that can score every time he
touches the ball. So as long Mahovlich can get him the ball Raider Nation will be treated to something special each and
every week.
Best Defensive Player - Blake Huntley, Black Huntley is the heart of the Raiders’ defense. While he might not look
the part he definitely plays the part as he continues to put up great numbers, year in and year out. With guys like Grice
and Hendrickson garnering most of the hype in the media Huntley just quietly goes about his business of shutting down
opposing receivers in the passing game and tackling anything that dare come his way.
Offseason - B, The Raiders turned some heads when they handed out $9 million a year for a DT who had started a
grand total of 7 games during his first 3 seasons in the league. Butch Burns will join an already crowded interior defensive line and will provide some top notch depth but did they pay too much? The draft was easily one of the best ever for
the Raiders as they picked up gems like Gibson, Delisle, and Garrison as well some very solid role and depth players
like Sanford and Pavkovich. With the success of this draft the Raiders have really set themselves on a course for success in the very near future so long as they can find somebody who can under center.
Overall - Oakland looked poised to make some noise heading into last season but after going 0-2 against both Super
Bowl participants to start the season the Raiders just couldn’t get things sorted out. Add to that losing their starting QB
early on and you have the makings of a season to forget. Well, things are looking up with a healthy QB, a shiny new
playmaker in Gibson, and a defense full of stars who, if they can learn to play as a unit, could win them a game or two.
The Raiders are not a playoff bound team, not yet, but they could make things a little less comfortable for Kansas City
and Denver.
San Diego Chargers
Best Offensive Player - Billy Andrews, Billy Andrews will make his Chargers debut on the road against the defending AFC Champion Chiefs and you can bet that Charger fans will be glued to their TV sets for this one. A position of
turmoil for several years has now been stabilized as Andrews has proven to be one of the best QBs in the NAFL since
being drafted by the Jets with the 2nd pick overall in 2016.
Best Defensive Player - Luke Kowalski, Luke Kowalski had a rough 4th season but should bounce back and have his
game return to previous levels because his team really will need his best performance to date for them to have any sort
of success. The young secondary is continuing to mature so with every snap this group should improve but it all comes
down to how well Kowalski plays.
Offseason - B, The Chargers were very active on the trading scene acquiring Andrews from the Jets and Lionel Johnson from the Rams to name a few. They were also very active in the free agent market and signed a few high priced
guys like Troutt, Schwartz, and Maxwell. While some teams would rather patiently re-build through the draft it seems
that San Diego’s front office would like to turn things around right away. But, speaking of the draft, they did manage to
get an important piece of the puzzle in WR Cedric Sellers. Otherwise, except for a few long shot projects, this draft
class will soon be forgotten.
Overall - There is no doubt about it, the Chargers are a better team this season compared to seasons past but at what
cost? They gave up several high draft picks to land Andrews but I think they should end up liking that deal in the long
run so long as Sellers turns out to be the real deal and Johnson proves he can be a workhorse at RB. With the QB situation finally sorted out in San Diego the focus will have to shift to the defense as it is currently lacking playmakers up
front and that is making things very difficult for a very young secondary. If the Chargers can find a way to put pressure
on the QB then they will make some noise in the AFC but I just don’t see that happening this season. So, I’m afraid the
Chargers will again be looking up at everybody else in the AFC West.

Denver Broncos
Best Offensive Player—Brock Boyle, Brook Boyle was acquired from the Packers during the offseason and instantly
became the talk of the town. That isn’t because the Broncos are void of talent on offense, because that is far from the
truth, it’s because Boyle is that good. He’ll have guys like Wiggins, Adams, and Stevenson at his disposal with a
young, up and coming line in front of him as the Broncos hope he can regain the form he had in 2020 when he threw
for over 4000 yards and had 20 more TD passes than picks.
Best Defensive Player - Norbert Dawson, Norbert Dawson is going to be the future of this defense once the old guys,
like SS Sammie Horn and MLB Chuck Densmore, hang up the cleats for good. Dawson had a great rookie season last
year with 3 picks and a dozen defended passes and if the offense plays like it can with Boyle at the helm, he’ll get
plenty of chances to improve upon those numbers.
Offseason - A, Obviously bringing in Boyle is the big news in Denver, and so it should be. They also won the
“Sammie Sweepstakes” paying over $30 million for the services of super safety, Sammie Horn, for the next two years.
Starting his 14th season in the NAFL, Horn is easily one of the best defensive backs in the history of the league and I’m
sure his presence will develop a guy like J.T. Parrella. The draft was fruitful for the Broncos as they landed one the best
punters to ever come out of the draft in Andre Chelius along with several projects, like Van Kelly and Billy Lewis, who
figure to be mainstays on the Denver offensive lines for many years to come.
Overall - The Broncos season will boil down to Boyle. If he can rebound from a few mediocre seasons then the Broncos will be one of a few teams with 10 or more wins. If he proves that his 2020 season was the exception and not the
rule, then I’m afraid the Broncos will struggle as their defense will be exposed for what it is, old and just not that good.
The Chiefs are obviously the favorite to win the division but my gut tells me that the Broncos, with that talented offense, will put a wrinkle into everything and surprise a few pundits.
Kansas City Chiefs
Best Offensive Player - Tito Schneider, Tito Schneider is easily one of the most dynamic players in the entire NAFL
as he can dominate a game if you let him and the Chiefs finally decided to do just that last season giving him around
550 touches (and he even had 36 tackles and 3 forced fumbles on special teams!) including their amazing playoff run to
the Super Bowl. While he’s a running machine his improvement in the passing game is what really has teams worried
as he was able to churn out nearly 10 yards per target, a number unheard of for most receivers but for a RB to do it he
must be pretty special.
Best Defensive Player - Teddy Davison, Teddy Davison came over in a deal with the Vikings and will give the Chiefs
a boost that could prove to the league that last season’s AFC Championship wasn’t a fluke. As one of the league’s best
pass rushers Davison will be the catalyst of an already exciting defense and the rest of the division should be very
afraid, especially the QBs.
Offseason - C, The Chiefs paid dearly for Davison but guys like him don’t grow on trees. With virutally their entire
team returning for this season I can’t see how the remaining two picks the Vikings received will be any better than the
mid-20’s, and if that’s the case, and Davison plays up to his potential, then the Chiefs will have done well on this deal.
The free agent market was something Chiefs didn’t bother with this offseason and for good reason as they instead
locked several of their stars instead. The draft wasn’t one of the best in Chiefs’ history but turning their first rounder
into half of Teddy Davison and then picking up a solid looking project for the offensive line isn’t a total lost cause. But
it could have been better.
Overall - The AFC Champs will be the same team they were last season with a few exceptions. The first being Teddy
Davison as he’ll be a welcomed addition to an already stout defense. The other exception is last season’s starting QB,
Jorge Beyer, as he was injured during the preseason and IR’d for the remainder of this season. While Beyer isn’t highly
touted around the league as he’s more of a game manager than a difference maker, he was adept at running this offense.
It looks like veteran Ross Hernandez is going to get a chance to start and as long as he can get the ball to Tito as often
as possible the Chiefs should be fine. I think they are still the favorites to win the division but with the injury to Beyer
those odds are nowhere near as good as they were before he got hurt.
AFC WEST PREDICTED STANDINGS
1. Kansas City
2. Denver
3. Oakland
4. San Diego

NFC North Division Winner : Minnesota Vikings
NFC East Division Winner : Washington Redskins
NFC South Division Winner : New Orleans Saints
NFC West Division Winner : San Francisco 49ers
NFC Wildcard #1 : Dallas Cowboys
NFC Wildcard #2 : Seattle Seahawks
NFC Champion : Dallas Cowboys

AFC North Division Winner : Cincinnati Bengals
AFC East Division Winner : New England Patriots
AFC South Division Winner : Houston Texans
AFC West Division Winner : Denver Broncos
AFC Wildcard #1 : New York Jets
AFC Wildcard #2 : Miami Dolphins
AFC Champion : New England Patriots

NAFL Champions : New England Patriots
Offensive Rookie of the Year : Omar Michaelson, RB, TBY
Defensive Rookie of the Year : Frankie Huffman, LB, BAL
NAFL MVP : Frankie Giles, QB, MIN
NAFL Offensive Player of the Year : Frankie Giles, QB, MIN
NAFL Defensive Player of the Year : Calvin Burnett, LB, NYG
Passing Leader : Fred Mount, QB, CIN
Rushing Leader : Tito Schneider, RB, KCY
Receiving Leader : Kennedy Hallman, WR, CIN
Tackle Leader : Calvin Burnett, LB, NYG
Interception Leader : Ellis Hatcher, CB, MIA
Sack Leader : Carey Richardson, DE, MIN

